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Turkana Sessions is a musical journey through the astounding culture and landscape of
Turkana. This project brings together 5 artists: Jackson Nakuwa, Mourine Apuu, Jackson
Ekori and Elizabeth Korikel from Turkana along with Eddie Grey from Nairobi in an
exploration of the region’s musical heritage fused with soulful guitar rhythms for a sound
that is rich, authentic and captivating – showing what is possible when we look to our
traditional artforms and showcase them with high production values.

Turkana Sessions is the third project from The Artists Xchange, following The Flyest
Wedding in Africa and Floating, Flying http://www.turkanafilm.com/artistsexchange/ . The
Artists Xchange is an undertaking that brings together artists from Turkana and Nairobi to
produce work that responds to the issues facing the region. The artists work in various
disciplines including music, video art, film, fashion, visual art and photography. The Artists
Xchange is a companion project of the feature documentary Turkana: Races for Resources
http://www.turkanafilm.com/ which will be released in 2023.

While Northern Kenya has historically been in the news for conflict and poverty, the region
is also endowed with great beauty and cultural heritage. Its stark, arid landscape is home to
Lake Turkana, the largest desert lake in the world. The lake’s distinctive green waters led it
to be named the Jade Sea and its craters and crocodile-filled islands make it one of the
most unique places to visit in the world.

This is a time of great change in Turkana and there is an opportunity for artists from the
region and beyond to be part of the discussion and bring art to the forefront of the most
urgent issues of the region. With all the valuable minerals being found in the region,
communities need to be treated as equal partners. They are the custodians of a rich
heritage that can inform a uniquely African thinking for what these natural resource finds
mean to us.

It is time to change the narrative on Northern Kenya, show the world its artforms and inspire
Kenyans to look to their roots for inspiration.
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Jackson Nakuwa aka Msanii Tosha is a multi-talented artist from Turkana County. 
He discovered his love for music in 2000 when he was a catechist in church. 
Since launching his debut album, Asante Mungu, in 2006, Jackson has become 
a household name in Turkana. Since then he has produced a total of 14 albums including 
Binti Caro (2007), Regina (2008) and Regina 2 (2009). He uses his songs to pass a message 
of peace and unity in Turkana and Kenya at large. He also uses his music to conserve his 
culture by sharing traditional customs in his songs and experiments with musical styles to 
appeal to the youth.

Jackson Nakuwa aka Msanii Tosha

ARTIST BIOS

Mourine Apuu

Mourine Apuu is a singer, stylist, computer programmer and business owner from Turkana.
Growing up she was very shy and performing was a way to get out of her shell. 
Mourine loves music, photography and empowering young people in Turkana to solve their
challenges and live positive and successful lives. She recently launched Apuu Zawadi, an
online gift shop in Lodwar, which offers gifts and souvenirs inspired by Turkana culture.
She is also a lover of fashion and participated in the 2018 Miss Ateker pageant during the
Tobung’u Lore Festival.

Jackson Ekori

Jackson Ekori lost his parents at a young age which resulted in a life of hardship. He was
forced to drop out of school and provide for his siblings by tending to his family’s herd of
sheep. He has always had a strong passion for music inspired by his community’s rich
culture and of soulful traditional music. For him, the future has to make room for the past.
This is why his current compositions are always inspired by songs he heard as a child.
By doing this, he is able to preserve his traditional culture for the future generations.

Elizabeth Korikel

Elizabeth Korikel was born and raised in Kamarese village in the outskirts of Lokichar.
Though she wanted to study, she couldn’t finish school due to the lack of fees and cultural
restrictions that expect a girl to stay at home to be married off in exchange for livestock.
Though school is very important, she strongly believes there are also other ways to make a
living like business and art. She runs a kiosk, a grain mill and sells fruits and vegetables. 
She also makes beautiful beadwork pieces that showcase the beauty of Turkana culture.

Eddie Grey

Songwriter, composer, producer and arranger Eddie Grey is a self-taught musician whose
work mirrors issues in society through the fusion of both local and western music. He is
heavily influenced by jazz harmony, classical engagement, African rhythm and electronic
grooves, but can playfully cross over from one genre to the next. He has shared the stage
with numerous local and international artists like Gerald Albright, Jonathan Butler, Sven
Kacirek, Thaniswa Mazwai and Nduduzo Makathini
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SONGS

Ikabore Ekwang’ : This is a courting song that talks about old courtship traditions and also sends a message to a love rival. 
The song praises his beloved’s beauty and the spell she has put on him while also warning his rival to stop his pursuit 
because she has made her choice.

Aluwai Etori Ayong’ : This is a traditional song that speaks of the losing livestock while herding due to heat and drought. 
The singer is lamenting how they will break the news to their father given the significance of livestock to the Turkana and 
other nomadic communities. The song is still as relevant today as it was in the past, especially with the increasing and global 
effects of climate change.

Awiwi :  This song discourages men from pursuing school age girls though they may have attractive gaps in their teeth because it is 
against the law. The title is the sound that the sirens make as the police come to arrest them and take them to jail.

Atintina :  Speaks about beauty and how it transcends age. it is also a song about shaking your body and feeling yourself when, 
for example, you are a dance

Aturkana : This is about the beauty, resources and diversity of Turkana. Everyone is welcomein Turkana and people can coexist 
together in peace.

Regina :  Regina is a song of reconciliation for couples. it speaks against listening to relationship advice from friends who may 
not have the best intentions. it encourages couples to forgive each other for any wrongdoings and try to save their relationship.

Kirimrim Karo : This song is sung during weddings and invites guests to stay for the celebrations. Weddings are usually 
joyful times and there is always plenty of food for the guests to indulge in. The song encourages guests to do just that.

Atiiya : This is the lament of a mother whose daughter has gone to get married leaving the mother without someone
to fetch water, cook and take care of her.

Maata Paiya : calls for peace among the communities of the Ateker region. it asks the communities from Uganda, Kenya, 
and Ethiopia to put their differences and disagreements aside and welcome each other to move freely on their lands to 
visit and graze their livestock.

One Train : One Train is a sequel to Eddie Grey’s 2007 single “No Trains to Kibera”. It is a reminder that despite our 
differences, be they political, tribal, or ideological, Kenyans are one people, on one train, and heading in the same direction.
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CREDITS

Artists: Jackson Nakuwa aka Msanii Tosha @nakuwajackson
            Mourine Apuu @apuu023
            Jackson Ekori @ekoromwe
            Elizabeth Korkel @ ekoromwe
            Eddie Grey @eddiegreykenya

Director: Jackie Lebo @jackielebo
Producer: Chelagat Tum @kitalebird

Director of Photography: Ondivow @ondivowphotography
Consulting Producer: Mbithi Masya @mbithi
Editor: Wilfred BhaYanho @bhayanho
Associate Producer: Hima Puree
Photographer: Migwa Nthigah @migwa
Makeup Artist: Suki Kibunguri @sukimakeupafrica
Live Music Recording: Gig Dynamics @gigdynamics
Social Media & Impact: Rachel Nelima @itsrachelnelima & Sylvia Okoth @archi.ang
Distribution Consultant: Kiplagat Kiprop @kplg4t

A @contenthouseke Project
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